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Notes from the research seminar The influence of the Internet on voting behaviour: tracking ERC's massive vote loss in the 2010 Catalan Elections, organized by Joan Balcells and Ana Sofia Cardenal, Open University of Catalonia, School of Law and Political Science, and held in Barcelona, Spain, on 1 December 2011.
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Empowerment and Governance in the Information Society (II): digerati, goverati and the role of ICT4D

By Ismael Peña-López

This is a two-part article on the power relationships and distribution in the Information Society. It first presents, in Empowerment and Governance in the Information Society (I): the hourglass of information power, some concepts as power, empowerment and governance, and how they have been distributed amongst citizens and institutions along ages. The second one, Empowerment and Governance in the Information Society (II): digerati, goverati and the role of ICT4D, reflects on how the quality of democracy is decreasing precisely because of an increase of citizen empowerment.

In Empowerment and Governance in the Information Society (I): the hourglass of information power we described a way to look at power, empowerment and governance, and ended up facing an odd distribution of power in the Information Society. A close up to that distribution may look like the following image:

![Distribution of power in the Information Society](image.jpg)
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Two years ago, in *Towards a comprehensive definition of digital skills*, I depicted digital literacy according to five different categories, being those categories technological literacy, informational literacy, media literacy, digital presence and e-awareness (please see the paper *From laptops to competences: bridging the digital divide in higher education* for a thorough explanation about those concepts):
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